and Chevrier 2012, 17). According to Louise Ladouceur (2012, 31) , these partnerships ensured the translation into English and public readings of at least 43 plays between 1985 and 2000, and led to the success of Normand Chaurette, Jean Marc Dalpé, Daniel Danis, Carole Fréchette, Larry Tremblay and Lise Vaillancourt in English Canada. Ladouceur also counts 33 theatre translations published during the 1990s by publishers such as Talonbooks, Coach House Press, Playwrights Canada Press, University of Toronto Press, Guernica, Scirocco, Éditions Trois and NuAges. With seven produced plays and five published, Michel Marc Bouchard is the most translated author of the decade, followed by a three-way tie between François Archambault, Daniel Danis and Jean Marc Dalpé. Associated with Bouchard, of whom she would translate six plays, and with Danis (three), Linda Gaboriau is the most important theatre translator throughout the 1980s and 90s, though other figures such as John Van Burek, Shelley Tepperman and Maureen LaBonté also contributed to the dissemination of Québec plays in English translation (Ladouceur 2012, 31) .
In a more recent compilation of Québec plays in translation, Alexandre Cadieux (forthcoming) ups the number of translated plays from Québec between 1990 to 1999 to more than 205, 111 of them into English, though in his accounting few of the translations were published or professionally produced, and some were only presented during public readings. With this number rising, however, Cadieux qualifies the 1990s as the decade of the "internationalization of Québec theatre," not in the sense of Québec theatre translated into English circulating internationally (which, as we will see, is still relatively rarely the case), but rather as a decentering of theatre translation from the English-French language pairing. Considering that 35 plays had been translated into languages other than English before 1990, 23 of them by Michel Tremblay, there is certainly a novel aspect to the multiplication of target languages. The new millennium signals an uptick in theatre translation in general, and in languages other than English in particular. Of the 564 theatre translations compiled for 2000 to 2015, 195 are in English, while the rest is divided between Spanish (98), German (70), Italian (49), Russian (16), Catalan (12), Dutch and Portuguese (10), Arabic, Flemish and Greek (9), Romanian (8), Lithuanian and Polish (7), Japanese (6), Bulgarian, Korean, Hungarian and Norwegian (4), Hebrew (3), Danish, Finish, Galician, Georgian, Serbian, Czech and Thai (2), Albanian, Armenian, Cantonese, Chinese, Croatian, Hindi, Icelandic, Macedonian, Mayan, Picard, Slovene, Swedish, Tamil, Turkish, Venetian and Xhosa (1). While the innovative aspect of the last three decades certainly lies in this abundance of internationally-oriented translations, English remains at the top of the list; this part of the translated corpus will be the object of this article, in which I give an overview of translated Québec theatre in the new millennium. After a discussion on theatre translators and the ways in which theatre translations from Québec come to be, I focus for pedagogical purposes on the main authors available in published translations -a published play is a teachable play, as Louise Forsyth reminds us (qtd. in Bertin 2009, 39) -, their aesthetic contributions and reception in the Anglo-Saxon world. In conclusion, I interrogate the textual bias that the translation of theatre from Québec has imposed on the corpus available in English.
Some Numbers and Agents
In the new millennium, Linda Gaboriau continues to dominate as the most prolific English-language translator with thirty-five additions to her list. Relative newcomers Bobby Theodore and Nadine Desrochers, during that time, produced sixteen and thirteen plays respectively by authors from Québec, while Maureen Labonté and Shelley Tepperman, already active during the 1990s, translated 23 and fifteen plays respectively. Among the following contenders, Leanna Brodie produced nine translations, John Murrell eight, Chantal Bilodeau six, Nigel Spencer five while Christopher Campbell, Michel Brunet, Michael Gauthier, Mishka Lavigne each translated four plays. Some of the newer names of the new millennium include playwrights also acting as translators, such as Montreal-born and Toronto-based Bobby Theodore, Stratford-favorite John Murrell, Franco-Ontarian Michael Gauthier, New York-based Québécoise Chantal Bilodeau and Gatineau's Mishka Lavigne. Interestingly, the last three of these choose to write theatre in both English and French, and have translated into both languages. Other theatre translators act as freelancers in a wide range of activities such as writing, dramaturgy, editing, teaching, journalism, and even stage lighting. Finally, one translator of four plays by Québec authors, Christopher Campbell, devotes most of his time to his profession as literary director of the Royal Court Theatre in London.
Some translators favor certain authors: John Murrell, for example, is most closely associated with Carole Fréchette, having translated eight of her plays and in 2017 turned his pen to another author, Évelyne de la Chenelière. Five plays translated by Nigel Spencer are Marie-Claire Blais's stage and radio dramas from previous decades, which continue a collaboration established in the previous years. Bobby Theodore, whose first translation was François Archambault's Governor General's Award-winning 15 Seconds in 1998, went on to translate three further plays by the author in the new millennium, alongside other emergent and established artists. He picks plays he receives and likes, noting that "Every play I've ever translated was handed to me. A gift" (Theodore 2016, n.p.) . Chantal Bilodeau chooses plays she enjoys and translates "as a way of keeping the French Canadian part of [her]self alive" (Svich 2013, n.p.) . And while Gaboriau translates a wide range of authors who request her specifically, she is the exclusive English translator of Michel Marc Bouchard's plays, by which eight were produced (and published) in the new millennium, the quasi-exclusive translator of Michel Tremblay's theatre, with five plays, and splits the number of translated plays of Wajdi Mouawad (three) with Shelley Tepperman (two). What she appreciates most in the work of translation, she states, is "being able to discover and to share the work of remarkable writers" (Gaboriau 1995, 90 (2006, 2008, 2010) with Playwrights Canada Press. While the first (Laliberté 2017, n.p.) . The Blue Dragon (2011), the follow-up to The Dragon Trilogy and Lepage's only English-language publication in the new millennium, is innovative in its form as a graphic novel that stunningly depicts the visual aspects of contemporary theatre, but in its print monolingualism recognizes the translator from Mandarin (Min Sun) but not from French.
Three New Established Voices: Mouawad, The Other Tremblay, Fréchette
Wajdi Mouawad, argues Jerry Wasserman became "the hottest playwright/director to come out of Quebec since Robert Lepage" (Wasserman 2007, n.p.) In English Canada, the audience, actors and certain directors weren't used to this kind of poetic style, a bit rhetorical and very philosophical, or to these long monologues. Some people, when Mouawad was first translated, tended to dilute his style to make it more accessible to the audience and to creators. I never did it, because for me, as Marshall McLuhan said, the medium is the message. And Mouawad's style, his medium, is an intimate part of his message. 
#trending: Conclusion
Like Fréchette, millennium newcomer Évelyne de la Chenelière portrays seemingly small perspectives on everyday life, relationships and the media. Produced over eight times across Canada and in Edinburgh in Morwyn Brebner's translation (2003), the popular comedy Strawberries in January "sends up romcoms while cheekily wallowing in their clichés," in the words of Veronica Lee from the London Standard (2006, 36) . Évelyne de la Chenelière's greatest hit, a monodrama about immigrant teacher Bashir Lazhar in the eponymous play, was translated by Brebner and premiered at the Tarragon in 2008 before being adapted by Philippe Falardeau in the film Monsieur Lazhar (2011). Critics noted its sometimes unclear plot, and that "while Bashir Lazhar always looks good, the poetic play loses something in translation" (Nestruck 2008, R2 Finally, the early years of the new millennium also saw the aftermath of a Québec brand of in-yer-face theatre as it appeared in translated writing from a generation of "young thirtysomethings," or "Trentenaires" (Larrue 2017, 205) 
